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Abstract We investigate the jamming transition in a quasi2D granular material composed of regular pentagons or disks
subjected to quasistatic uniaxial compression. We report six
major findings based on experiments with monodisperse photoelastic particles with static friction coefficient µ ≈ 1. (1)
For both pentagons and disks, the onset of rigidity occurs
when the average coordination number of non-rattlers, Znr ,
reaches 3, and the dependence of Znr on the packing fraction
φ changes again when Znr reaches 4. (2) Though the packing fractions φc1 and φc2 at these transitions differ from run
to run, for both shapes the data from all runs with different
initial configurations collapses when plotted as a function
of the non-rattler fraction. (3) The averaged values of φc1
and φc2 for pentagons are around 1% smaller than those for
disks. (4) Both jammed pentagons and disks show Gamma
distribution of the Voronoi cell area with same parameters.
(5) The jammed pentagons have similar translational order
for particle centers but slightly less orientational order for
contacting pairs compared to jammed disks. (6) For jammed
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pentagons, the angle between edges at a face-to-vertex contact point shows a uniform distribution and the size of a cluster connected by face-to-face contacts shows a power-law
distribution.
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1 Introduction
The jamming transition for a granular material separates fluidlike states with zero yield stress from solid-like states that
can support finite stress. The past two decades have seen
a significant effort directed toward understanding the jamming transition in model granular systems consisting of spherical particles [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], due both to their relative simplicity and relevance for understanding glasses and suspensions [7, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11]. However, real world industrial and
environmental processes usually involve particles that are
not spherical, and recent work has shown that such particles can differ significantly in their geometrical and mechanical properties [12, 13, 14, 15, 6, 16]. Ellipsoids typically
jam at higher packing fraction than spheres [12], for example, and the modulus of a granular material can vary more
than an order of magnitude when the particle shapes are
changed while other properties are held fixed [15]. Despite
the increasing amount of attention given in recent years to
the jamming of non-spherical particles [12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30], significant questions remain. In particular, to our knowledge, few of the previous
works regarding the jamming transition of non-spherical particles, especially with non-smooth boundary, have consisted
in experimental studies [31, 32, 33]. We report here on experiments that provide relevant data on both macroscopic
properties and microstructures of jammed packings of pentagonal particles.
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The pentagon is the regular polygon with smallest number of sides that cannot fill space, so it is often used as a
model system for non-spherical particles with a non-smooth
boundary [14, 34, 35, 36]. We report detailed comparisons between the properties of disks and regular pentagonal particles undergoing a jamming transition induced by uniaxial
compression. We use photoelastic particles, which allow direct imaging of contacts and force network structures [37,
38,39]. We focus on two aspects of jamming: (i) the features
of jamming transition, including the jamming packing fraction and the quasi-static evolution of non-affine displacements, contact numbers and contact networks; and (ii) the
packing structure after the jamming transition. In Section 2,
we describe our experimental set-up. In Section 3, we report
our observations and compare them with other works, and
in Section 4, we summarize our findings.
2 Experiment
We perform experiments on two types of systems. The first
consists of about 800 identical regular pentagons and the
second of about 900 identical disks. The side length of the
pentagons is 9.40 mm while the radius of the disks is 6.35 mm.
The inter-particle friction coefficients for pentagons and disks
are µ p ≈ 1.23 (face to face) and µd ≈ 1.07 respectively. Both
particle types are prisms of height 6.35 mm. The particles
rest on a Plexiglas plate, and the particle-plate static friction coefficient is µ ≈ 0.36 for disks and µ ≈ 0.59 for pentagons. The particles are homemade, using the same method
as in [40, 41, 39]. The Young’s modulus of all particles is
2.9 MPa.
The experimental set-up is similar to the one used in [40]
as shown in Fig. 1(a). For each run, particles are placed randomly into a rectangular box before compression to form a
dilute unjammed state. The initial size of the box is ∼ 60 cm
× ∼ 40 cm. Quasi-static uniaxial compression is achieved
by moving one boundary inward in steps of dl = 1 mm,
resulting in a δ φ ∼ 0.002 change of packing fraction. After each compression step, three pictures are recorded by a
digital camera (Canon EOS 70D with 5472 × 3648 px2 ) under different lighting conditions: (i) white light image used
to find the particle boundaries (see Fig. 1(b)); (ii) polarized
light image used to find the stress and contacts (see Fig. 1(c))
and (iii) ultra-violet (UV) light image, used to find the particle centers, which have been marked with UV sensitive labels (see Fig. 1(d)). For both particle shapes, we perform
14 different compression experiments starting from different initial random stress free configurations.
In this work, we determine the pressure in the system
by measuring G2 ≡ h|∇I|2 i [42, 37, 39, 43], where I is the
light intensity of the green channel of the polarized image.
The hi average is taken over the pixels within the particles.
G2 has been shown to be proportional to the pressure for
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Fig. 1 (a) The uniaxial compression experimental set-up and the imaging system. (b) Part of an example white light image. (c) Part of an
example polarized light image. (d) Part of an example ultra-violet light
image. (e) The pressure response of the granular system under compression measured by G2 ≡ h|∇I|2 i, where I is the light intensity of the
polarized light image and hi means averaging over pixels [42]. Each
curve corresponds to one uniaxial compression with a random initial
configuration. Data from 14 runs of pentagons and 14 runs of disks
are plotted. The black straight line shows a linear fit for the rightmost
curve, where the data taken at each compression step are also shown.
Its intersection with the noise level defines a reference packing fraction
φc for that run.

both disks and pentagons under uniaxial compression [42].
In addition, we collect statistics on the numbers and types
of contacts between particles. Two particles are determined
to be in contact if the distance between them is smaller than
a threshold value and, on both sides of the contact, the intensity of the polarized image is larger than a threshold [38,
37]. This threshold is tuned carefully to be small enough so
that all stressed contacts identifiable by the human eye are
detected by the algorithm.
We also consider the deviations of particle displacements
from their expected motions if the compression were to induce only affine distortions of the packing. We measure
δ xrms (φ ) ≡ [dx(φ )2 ]1/2 , where dx(φ ) is the x-component
(transverse to the compression direction) of the displacement of a given particle during the compression step (φ , φ +
δ φ ). The bar indicates an average over all particles.

3 Results
3.1 Jamming transition
The jamming transition happens when a granular system
first supports non-zero stress as the compression proceeds.
Fig. 1(e) shows the dependence of the pressure on the packing fraction φ . Consistent with the results reported in [44],
for each run of experiment, G2 (φ ) increases smoothly to
reach a clearly defined linear regime. For each run, we infer
a reference packing fraction φc corresponding to the packing
where a fit to the linear regime of G2 (φ ) reaches the noise
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Fig. 2 In all sub-figures, the green dots represent the original data with
different initial conditions, the red curves represent the averaged data
and the shaded areas show standard deviations. (a-c) show pentagon
measurements and (d-f) show disk measurements. (a) and (d) show
the evolution of G2 (proportional to pressure [42]) near the jamming
transition. The black lines are linear fits for the averaged data with φ >
φc2 . (b) and (e) show the evolution of the root mean square non-affine
displacement δ xrms at step (φ , φ + δ φ ). (c) and (f) show the evolution
of the mean non-rattler contact number Znr . The black lines are linear
fits for data with φc1 < φ < φc2 . The blue dashed lines show where
Znr = 3 and Znr = 4.

level, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(e). The mean value of φc for
pentagons was found to be 0.771 ± 0.005 and for disks was
0.788 ± 0.007.
Figures 2(a) and 2(d) show G2 as a function of ∆ φ =
φ − φc for pentagons and disks, respectively. In both cases
the data from many runs collapse to a single curve with similar features for the two particle types. The green dots show
data from individual runs, and the red lines are averages over
all runs at the same ∆ φ . The black curves show the linear
fits expected from Fig. 1(e). As shown in Fig. 1(e), G2 begins to grow before φc is reached, making it difficult to use
G2 to identify the jamming transition. The effect arises because as the wall moves, a growing layer of jammed particles is pushed along the moving wall until it reaches the
opposite wall, at which point the system actually jams globally. The non-zero G2 before jamming comes from the weak
force network required to move this jammed layer given the
small basal friction force on it.
We determine the jamming packing fraction by measuring φ at the transition signaled by the change in behavior of
the mean contact number of non-rattlers Znr , where “nonrattlers” are defined here as all particles that have detectable
contacts with at least two neighboring particles. The dependence of Znr on φ − φc is plotted in Figs. 2(c) and (f) for pentagons and disks respectively. We observe transitions near
Znr = 3 and Znr = 4, corresponding to packing fractions at
φc1 and φc2 , respectively. A linear regime of Znr (φ ) is ob-
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served between the two transitions, shown by the black fit
lines. We define φc1 and φc2 as the packing fractions where
this linear regime begins and ends. We call φc1 the jamming packing fraction since it corresponds to the first fast
rising regime of Znr . This corresponds to the point where
the jammed layer hits the opposite wall, so that further compression induces rearrangements of the particles. Beyond
φc2 , the rate of increase of Znr is smaller than in the linear regime. φc1 and φc2 also mark changes in the evolution
of δ xrms , which reaches a peak at φc1 and drops to a plateau
for φ > φc2 , as shown in Figs. 2(b) and (e). We refer to φc2
as the “stable” packing fraction because beyond this point
δ xrms (φ ) takes its minimal value, showing that there are no
further significant particle rearrangements.
The existence of φc1 and φc2 has been observed in the
uniaxial compression of bidisperse disks [44]. Here we provide contact number information at those transitions. Fig. 2(c)
and (f) show that the average values of φc1 and φc2 are around
0.769 and 0.788 for pentagons and 0.781 and 0.799 for disks.
The uncertainty of those estimates is around 0.002. We note
that both φc1 and φc2 are about 1% smaller for pentagons,
which is consistent with recent numerical simulations [45].
A striking observation from Figs. 2(c) and 2(f) is that
both pentagons and disks show Znr (φc1 ) ≈ 3 = d + 1 and
Znr (φc2 ) ≈ 4 = 2d, where d = 2 is the dimension of the
packing. For disks, these two values correspond to saturated
bounds on the numbers of constraints required to avoid floppy
modes and assure geometric consistency, respectively. For
pentagons, however, the situation is more complicated, and
it appears that the bounds are not saturated, as suggested by
the following arguments.
Assume that the forces at each contact do not lie precisely at the Coulomb threshold (i.e., that an infinitesimal increase of the tangential component of contact force will not
cause sliding). For frictional disks, Znr ≥ d + 1 is the condition for the granular system to have no floppy mode [46].
The fact that our disks jam close to d + 1 indicates that the
number of contacts at the Coulomb threshold is small, consistent with numerical simulations on particles with friction
coefficients similar to ours [3]. For frictional pentagons, the
contact number required to eliminate all floppy modes depends on the number fraction, n, of face-to-face (ff) contacts.
A ff contact constrains 3 degree of freedom (DOFs) that contribute to the energy of a configuration: relative translations
both along and transverse to the shared face, and relative rotation. A face-to-vertex (fv) contact, on the other hand, constrains only the two relative translations. The total number
of constraints on the motions of N particles is


NZnr
n+2
Nc = 3n + 2(1 − n)
=
NZnr .
(1)
2
2
The total number of DOFs is 3N, and to eliminate all floppy
modes, Nc must be greater than or equal to this. Thus the
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isostatic condition becomes Znr ≥ 6/(n + 2). At φc1 , we find
the averaged n = 0.31 ± 0.02, where the errorbar is the standard deviation. Therefore the isostatic value of Znr becomes
6/(n + 2) ≈ 2.6, which is significantly smaller than our observed value near 3. We propose three possible reasons for
this mismatch: (1) some contacts are at the Coulomb threshold, as observed in numerical simulations for disks [47]; (2)
not all of the constraints are linearly independent; and (3)
many of the constraints are one-sided; i.e., the normal forces
support compression but not tension, which has implications
for rotations as well as translations. All three proposed reasons suggest that the naive constraint counting argument
over-counts the number of constraints and thus underestimates of the contact number of an isostatic packing.
The change in behavior at φc2 is expected to be associated with the purely geometric constraint that disallows
packings with overlapping particles. For rigid disks, the nonoverlapping condition requires Znr ≤ 2d [46, 48]. Achieving higher values of Znr requires substantial deformation of
the particles. Thus, a change in behavior at Znr = 4 may
be expected for disks. For generic, non-spherical particles,
the analogous upper bound is Znr ≤ d(d + 1) = 6 [46, 48].
It has been noted, however, that the bound given by the
non-overlapping condition should depend on n because one
ff contact constrains two DOFs where one fv contact constrains only one DOF [49, 50, 17]. Note that These numbers differ from the above counting because virtual sliding
does not cause overlap but does cost energy [47]. The nonoverlapping condition thus implies Znr ≤ 6/(1 + n). At φc2 ,
we find n = 0.34 ± 0.02, giving an upper bound on Znr of approximately 4.5. This is consistent with our observation that
Znr (φc2 ) ≈ 4, but raises the question of why the upper bound
is not saturated. We note that the above constraint counting
arguments assume perfectly rigid particles, while our particles do deform slightly (with strain < 5%) under the forces
achieved in our experiments. For example, fv contacts under
large force can have finite contact area, as shown in Fig. 3(a)
and (b), which may be relevant for constraint counting. A
theory that takes particle deformability is beyond the scope
of this paper.
The collapse of data in Fig. 2 is achieved by shifting
each run of data with respect to the reference point φc . We
find that the data also collapses when we plot the various
quantities against the fraction of non-rattler particles, fnr . It
is defined as the fraction of particles having at least 2 contacts. For example, Fig. 3(c) shows Znr ( fnr ) for pentagons
and disks with all runs plotted. The runs with pentagons
and disks collapse on two similar curves. We note that when
Znr ≈ 3, fnr ≈ 0.8, indicating that about 20% of the particles
are not part of the jamming network, whereas when Znr ≈ 4,
almost all particles are non-rattlers. This provides a qualitative explanation for why large non-affine deformations occur near φc1 and not above φc2 . The data collapse with fnr
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Fig. 3 (a-b) Effect of particle deformability. (a) The contact between
particle 1 and 2 (or 1 and 3) is a face to vertex contact. The black dashed
lines show the orientations of the contacting sides. (b) An image showing the photoelastic fringes associated with the contacts. Small deformations near the contacts create finite contact areas (green bars). (c)
The dependence of Znr on the non-rattler fraction fnr for pentagons
(blue circles) and disks (red dots) for all runs of experiments starting
with different initial configurations.

Fig. 4 (a) Pair correlation functions g(r) (solid curves) and their exponential envelope fitted to the first several peaks, for pentagons (blue
curves) and discs (red curves). Insert: Probability density function of
the rescaled Voronoi cell area s0 ≡ (s − s̄)/σs , where s is the Voronoi
area and s̄ and σs are its mean and standard deviation. The green solid
curve is a Gamma distribution fit. Data are taken at φc2 . (b) Part of an
example jammed disk packing, where two areas of strong local hexagonal order are highlighted using different color. Their misalignment is
highlighted by the dashed lines.

for different initial conditions in a system of disks was reported in [5]. Our results show that it holds for pentagonal
particles as well.

3.2 Jammed structure
To further characterize the jammed packings, we collect data
on spatial correlations of particle positions, bond orientations and the local environments of individual particles at
the packing fraction φc2 . We found that any packing fraction
above φc1 yields similar results.
Figure 4(a) shows the pair correlation function g(r) for
pentagons and disks with the distances between particle centers scaled by an effective particle radius Re f f . When calculating g(r), the particles with centers within a distance r
of the boundaries are excluded from the average. For disks
Re f f is simply the particle radius, while for pentagons it corresponds to the radius of a disk of the same area. The dashed
curves show an envelope of the form g(r peak ) = a ∗ e−r/lc +
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1 for the heights of the first several peaks. For disks, we
find lc,d /Re f f = 1.24 ± 0.21 and for pentagons, lc,p /Re f f =
1.39 ± 0.5. The values of lc /Re f f are not significantly different, indicating that the degrees of translational order in the
two systems are roughly the same.
In Fig. 4(a), g(r) for jammed pentagons clearly shows
a split first peak as numerically observed by [51, 45]. This
may stem from the structure of the densest pentagon packing, in which each particle has six neighbors, including four
face-to-face contacts and two contacts with α = π/5 (see
Refs. [36, 45]). The definition of α is shown in the inset to
Fig. 5(a). This suggests that we compare the neighborhoods
of jammed pentagons and disks at φc2 by calculating the local (l) and global (g) 6-fold bond orientational order parameter [6, 45]:

Ql6 ≡

1 N 1 zk i6θk j
1
∑ zk ∑ e , Qg6 ≡ Nb ∑ ei6θk j ,
N k=1
j
bond

(2)

where θk j is the angle of the vector joining the centers of
particles j and k with respect to an arbitrary reference diz
rection, ∑ jk means the sum over all particles j that are in
contact with particle k, N is the total number of particles,
∑bond means the sum over all k j pairs that are in contact
and Nb is the number of such bonds. We find for pentagons
Ql6,p = 0.64 ± 0.02 and Qg6,p = 0.11 ± 0.07, and for disks
Ql6,d = 0.72 ± 0.03 and Qg6,d = 0.24 ± 0.09. The large values
of Ql indicate that the centers of nearest neighbors of a particle tend to form hexagons. However, those hexagons tend
not to be aligned with each other over larger distances (see
Fig. 4(b)), resulting in small Qg values. We also note both Ql6
and Qg6 are slightly smaller for jammed pentagons, which is
consistent with recent numerical simulations [45]. We also
check the global 5-fold bond orientational order parameter
for pentagons Qg5,p ≡ | N1 ∑bond exp(i5θk j )| = 0.007 ± 0.003
b
as well as the orientational order parameter for particle orientations S5 ≡ | N1 ∑Nk=1 exp(i5βk )| = 0.02 ± 0.01, where βk
is the angle between the vector pointing from the center to
one of the vertex of kth pentagon and the vertical direction.
We note both Qg5,p and S5 are close to zero, showing that
there is no global pentagonal order for both bond and particle orientations.
To study the statistics of local environments we measure the distribution of Voronoi cell area s for both shapes.
For a disk, the cell is defined as the associated Voronoi cell
obtained from the set of points marking the centers of the
disks. For the pentagon packing, we generalize the concept
of Voronoi tesselation using the the definition detailed in
[45]. With this definition, the Voronoi cell for a pentagon
is not necessarily a convex polygon. The insert of Fig. 4(a)
shows the distribution of the rescaled cell area s0 ≡ (s −
s̄)/σs for both pentagons (blue) and disks (red), with s̄ and
σs being the average and standard deviation of s in each case.
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Surprisingly, the two distributions collapse to a single curve.
The green curve shows a gamma distribution fit to pentagon
data (with same form as in [52]):
1
P(s ) = 0
(s − s̄0 )Γ (k)
0



(s0 − s̄0 )
θ

k


−(s0 − s̄0 )
exp
, (3)
θ


where the three fitting parameters are s̄0 = −1.94 ± 0.01,
k = 4.18 ± 0.08 and θ = 0.442 ± 0.005. The same kind of
distribution has been reported in other stable granular systems with different φ , including 3D monodisperse spheres
[53, 54] and 2D poly-disperse tapioca pearls [52]. We show
that this distribution also works for pentagons.
The rotational degree of freedom for pentagons gives
rise to geometric features in pentagon packings that have
no analogue in disk packings. For example, a description of
the contact between two particles requires specification of
an angle α defined as the smaller angle between the pentagon edges (see the insert in Fig. 5(a)). For face-to-vertex
(fv) contacts (i.e., non-zero α), we find that the distribution
PDF(α) is uniform within the error bars. (See Fig. 5(a)).
When α = 0 we have a face-to-face (ff) contacts. Any ff contacts that were misclassified by the automated α detection
algorithm were identified by eye. However, for very small
α, one cannot distinguish between ff and fv contacts, which
may explain why PDF(α) is slightly smaller for α close to
zero. (See Fig. 5(a)). At φc2 , we find that 34% ± 2% of the
contacts are ff contacts. The presence of ff contacts raises the
possibility of the propagation of orientational order through
clusters of particles joined by such contacts. Figure 5(b)
shows the distribution of the number of particles L in a ffconnected cluster. The distribution follows a power-law, as
indicated by the blue line representing a fit P(L) ∝ L−β with
β = 2.1±0.04. At φc2 , the average largest ff cluster size over
different experiments is 34 ± 13 grains, which is only about
5% of the number of particles in the system. Figure 5(c)
plots the spatial distribution of the ff clusters for an example
packing at φc2 . For completeness the polarized image of the
same packing is also shown in Fig. 5(d), indicating the stress
distribution of the system.
4 Conclusion
We studied the jamming transition induced by quasi-static
uniaxial compression of monodisperse granular systems consisting of regular pentagons or disks with static friction coefficient µ ≈ 1. We focused on two types of measurements:
the evolution of state variables through the jamming process
and the geometric structure of the jammed packings. The
differences between the two particle shapes provide a means
of identifying the properties of frictional granular materials that may be generic, along with those that are special to
disks.
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Znr (φc2 ) ≈ 4 for both pentagons and disks. For disks, those
two values are the lower (isostatic) and upper (non-overlapping)
bounds of Znr for jammed packings. For pentagons, however, the values of Znr do not match predicted bounds based
on a simple constraint counting argument. (ii) We found that
all Znr data collapse naturally when plotted against fnr for
different initial configurations without any rescaling and the
collapsed curves for both shapes are similar, consistent with
the observation in [5].
The geometric structures of the jammed packings of pentagons and disks were compared in detail, leading to three
major observations: (i) The pair correlation functions for
both shapes show the same characteristic decay length for
the peak heights, indicating similar degrees of translational
order. (ii) The 6-fold bond orientational order is smaller for
jammed pentagons both locally and globally, consistent with
recent numerical observations [45]. (iii) The Voronoi cell
area for both shapes follow the same Gamma distribution
seen in other stable granular packings [53, 54, 52].
The jammed pentagon packings have structural features
with no analogue in disk packings, including the distributions of fv contact angles, PDF(α), and of the sizes of the ff
clusters, PDF(L). PDF(α) is constant and PDF(L) shows
a power-law distribution. The wide distribution PDF(α) reflects a complicated local packing structure, which tends to
reduce the bond orientational order for pentagons as compared to disks. The rapid decay of PDF(L) indicates that ff
clusters are usually very small and do not percolate, consistent with recent numerical simulations [51].

Fig. 5 (a) The probability density function of face-to-vertex (fv) contact angle PDF(α), defined as the smallest angle formed at the fv contact as shown in the insert. The black dashed line shows a uniform
distribution for comparison. (b) Distribution of the size of face-to-face
(ff) connected particle clusters PDF(L). L is the number of particles in
a ff cluster. Insert: Log-log plot of the data. In both cases, blue curves
are power-law fits to the data with exponent β = 2.1 ± 0.04. Data in
both (a) and (b) are for packing fraction φc2 . (c) An example pentagon
packing at φc2 . Particles that belong to same ff cluster are linked by
line segments connecting their centers. Different clusters are labeled
by different color chosen randomly. (d) Same packing in (c) viewed
under polarizer, showing the stress distribution of the system. Brighter
regions have higher stress and darker regions have smaller stress.

The quasi-static evolution of pressure, contact numbers,
and non-affine displacement per step during uniaxial compression are qualitatively the same for pentagons and disks,
despite the fact that the mean packing fractions φc1 , above
which the system jams, and φc2 , above which the particles
hardly ever rearrange, are 1% smaller for pentagons. We
note two important findings: (i) We found Znr (φc1 ) ≈ 3 and

The pentagonal particles used for this work have features, such as vertex-to-face or face-to-face contacts and complex geometrical packing constraints, that may be expected
to occur in packings of real sands or rocks. The similarity of
the results to those for frictional disks suggests that lessons
learned from the simpler model systems are indeed useful
conceptual guides to the analysis of real systems of grains
with aspect ratios near unity.
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